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The Art and Science of Wearing a Perfume
How to wear perfume like a pro? This question bothers those who desire to enchant other
people with their unique aura. The global perfume industry presents thousands of new
fragrances every year! However, choosing your signature scent is just the initial stage of
becoming the best-smelling person in a room.

What are the underrated yet applicable tips for smelling good?

1. Take into account a season, time, occasion
Did you ever smell a fragrance and decide that it would be just perfect for a cozy winter
evening? On the contrary, some beachy compositions are suitable for long summer days. A
buyer surely may get a bottle for all the events imaginable. Then, your aim is to match the
smell to the surroundings.

For instance, experts traditionally recommend heavier scents for cold seasons or evenings.
Exquisite aromas that contain oud or vanilla form a truly sensual mood. Conversely, daily
events like business meetings require something unobtrusive, like aldehydes or citrus notes.

2. Avoid mixing the scents
Sometimes, your choice of cologne is top-notch, but something still feels off. Then, hold an
investigation and count all the other odors that can mix into the main perfume. People often
forget deodorant, washing powder, lotions, and scented shower gels. Still, those things can
overpower the favorite perfume, and you smell like mint, flowers, and chocolate at once.

To avoid such mishmash, look for brands that sell collections of hygienic products with an
identical smell. Usually, there would be a perfume bottle, a deodorant, a shower gel, and a
body mist. You can buy a similarly scented sachet for your wardrobe as well.

3. Apply perfume wisely
Some existing stereotypes about perfume application should stay in the past. As time flows,
new tips appear, and older recommendations upgrade. As an illustration, everybody used to
spray a generous amount of aroma on the wrists and rub them together. The same goes for
spraying hair with perfume full of alcohol.

Instead, figure out the places where the body heats the most. Your neckline, back of your
knees, or inside of your elbow all have veins close to the skin surface. Hence, your natural
body temperature allows the scent to open up beautifully.

4. Regulate perfume intensity
Another key characteristic of any fragrance is intensity. You could have noticed how one
aroma lasts weeks on your clothes, and the other scent needs constant reapplication. In
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general, buyers criticize the latter fragrances. However, both categories should exist in your
collection; here is an explanation.

Everybody who uses an elevator probably walks inside a suffocating cloud of a neighbor’s
aroma now and then. Working or living next to a perfume lover can cause migraines or
nausea. For this reason, many pick odors that give a delicate, almost imperceptible sillage.
All things considered, fragrance picking is just a matter of taste. The goal of these
recommendations mentioned above is to assist you in wearing a beloved perfume. Little
secrets are crucial for enjoying your favorite scent!


